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An Innovation Journey
A Discussion on Innovation & Virtual Audits

NSIPA Annual Conference
Radisson Hotel

Salt Lake City, Utah
October 20 – 22, 2021

Presented by:
Richard Pope, Regional Premium Audit Manager
W. R. Berkley Regional Shared Services

The Why
“Innovation must become an ongoing, sustainable part of our
culture. We no longer exist in a world where static
operational excellence alone will be enough. What
will be required going forward is an ongoing, continuous process
of new ways of thinking & doing – because all of our good
ideas, all our good intentions, will only be as good as our
execution as we move forward.”

Bill Berkley & Rob Berkley

Perfection is an impossible goal!
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The Why
• Smart Machine Age (SMA) 

• Success will be driven by human skills such as creativity, 
innovative thinking, critical thinking, as well as emotional 
& social Intelligence. 

• Two Basic Business Operation Models
• Operational Excellence 
• Innovation

• Innovation becomes the key value creation differentiator 
and a strategic necessity for most organizations

What is Innovation
 How do you define innovation? 

 The process of translating an idea or invention into a good or 
service that creates value or for which customers will pay. ... In 
business, innovation often results when ideas are applied by the 
company in order to further satisfy the needs & expectations of 
the customers.

 What are the two types of innovation? 

 Incremental (base hit) 

 Transformative (home run)

 How does innovation occur?

 Individually – How to think innovatively & critically while using 
discovery, experimentation, & collaboration processes.

 Organizationally – Create an Innovation System that will enable 
& promote innovation.

Individual Innovation
 Individual innovation is a different way of thinking, working, 

approaching issues, listening, & collaborating. 

 It involves adopting new mindsets, behaviors, & processes.

 Eliminating ego & fear.

 Asking the 3 W’s

 Why?

 What If?

 Why Not? 
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Organizational Innovation

Creating the Darden Innovation Model

Enabling Internal 
Growth/Innovation 

System

(System)

Strategic Ideation 
& Discovery 

(SID)

SID Evaluation 
Process

Rapid 
Experimentation

(RE)

Rapid Experiment 
Project Tracking & 

Management 
System

An Innovation 
Initiatives Portfolio

Innovation Portfolio 
Management / 
Review Process

Spark! An Ideation Machine!

Times, they are a changin’

Key Management Views from the 
60’s through the 90’s:
• My Department
• My People
• My Goals
• My Success
• My Company

The New Reality in Leadership from 
the late 90’s on:
• Our Department
• Our Team
• Our Goals
• Our Successes
• Our Company
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Innovation Culture

Old Way

X Individuals win

X Play cards close to the chest

X Highest-ranking person wins

X Listening to confirm

X Advocating

X Always knowing

X IQ

X Mistakes are always bad

X Command others

X Compete 

X Self promote

New Way

Team wins

Transparency

Best idea or argument wins

Listening to learn

Asking questions

Always questioning

EQ

Mistakes are learning opportunities

Help others

Collaborate

Self Reflect

5 New-smart Principles
1. I’m defined not by what I know or how much I know, but by the 

quality of my thinking, listening, relating, & collaborating.

2. My mental models are not my reality – They are only my 
generalized stories of how my world works. 

3. I’m not my ideas, & I must decouple my beliefs (not values) from my 
ego.

4. I must be open-minded & treat my beliefs as hypotheses (not 
values) to be constantly tested, challenged, & subject to 
modification by better data.

5. My mistakes & failures are opportunities to learn!
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Common Innovator Behaviors

 Open Mindedness

 Listening Attentively

 Ego Quieting

 Mindfulness

 Empathy

 Courage

 Resilience

 Challenging the 
Status Quo

 Stress-Testing Their 
Thinking

 Collaborating 
Effectively

 Being Data-Driven

 Scientific Thinking

 Trustworthiness

 Being Emotionally 
Secure

 Listening Reflectively

Key Innovation Behaviors 
Managing Self

Courage

Reflective 
Listening

Challenge the 
Status Quo

Evidence-Based 
Decision Making

Effective 
Collaboration

Resilience
• Select your 3 top confirming 

behaviors.

• Provide key points on why the 
behavior is key to sustaining 
innovation.

Idea meritocracy & the organization of the future

 The Power of an Idea Meritocracy 

 This is an environment in which the best idea wins. The best idea is 
determined by the quantity & quality of the data, not the positional 
power

 The Organization of the Future – 3 Essentials

 Psychological Safety

 Positivity 

 Self-Determination Theory

 The choices we make without external influences and/or interference
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Psychological Safety

Makes it SAFE to: 

 Challenge the status quo/disagree

 Challenge each other’s thinking

 Challenge higher-ups’ thinking & decisions

 Make hard data driven decisions

 Engage in low-risk learning experiments 

Psychological 
Safety

Trust

Positive Regard

Affirm the Individual

Emotionally Engage

Relate
Connect

Ideation 

1. Build on Ideas – Think “and” 
rather than “but.”

2. Go for Quantity – Generate 
a lot of ideas from which to 
build or choose.

3. Create Wild Ideas – Wild 
ideas can encourage 
breakthrough thinking.

4. Defer Judgement – Keep it 
about generating; there are 
no bad ideas.

Sharpies + Post-Its

Use post-its & sharpies to 
capture your ideas. 

One idea Per post-it allows 
you to group & build on 
similar ideas. 

Rapid Experimentation 
 Pick Your Idea – Utilization of the Idea Selection Tool

 Build Your Experiment: 

 What is the Idea?

 Who is the Customer?  

 What are the Key Values? 

 What are the Key Assumptions (Viability)

 What are the Key Assumptions (Non-Viability) 

 Minimum Value Idea or Minimum Value Product 

 Steps

 Measure
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Expectations
Personally embrace & live out the 5 New-Smart 
Principles.

 I’m defined not by what I know or how much I know, but by the 
quality of my thinking, listening, relating, & collaborating.

 My mental models are not my reality – They are only my 
generalized stories of how my world works. 

 I’m not my ideas, & I must decouple my beliefs (not values) from 
my ego.

 I must be open-minded & treat my beliefs as hypotheses (not 
values) to be constantly tested, challenged, & subject to 
modification by better data.

 My mistakes & failures are opportunities to learn!

Hold yourself & others accountable to new 
Innovation Behaviors.
Ensure Idea Meritocracy & Psychological Safety are 
the foundation of each meeting you participate in.
Responsibility to Create, Cultivate, & Capture Ideas

**Champion New Ideas**

How does this relate to Virtual audits?

 We need to develop & maintain innovative 
&  streamlined systems for:
 Collecting client information necessary to 

complete the audit. 

 Evaluating the account with as much accuracy 
as possible (like you were physically at the 
insured’s office).

 Completing the audit itself. 

Virtual Audits
Let’s let auditors be auditors
 Audits are initially assigned to admin staff to request & 

accumulate data.
 Once data is received, assign to auditor for follow up & 

completion. 
 Auditor should evaluate the risk in the normal fashion except 

they will now use internet resources:
 Microsoft Maps & Street View
 Facebook
 LinkedIn
 Company Website
 DOT information
 Prior Loss Control Reports
 Prior Audits
 Evaluation of Other Lines of Business

 Inland Marine – for equipment schedules
 Auto – for number of vehicles as well as coverage type 

(hired/non-owned?) & # operators.
 Locations – do other covered locations have GL coverage 

but no exposures assigned?
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Virtual Audits (continued)

 Auditor will also need new and innovative methods of 
communication:
 FaceTime
GoToMeeting
WebEx
MS Teams
DUO

What Might We 
Catch?????????

The following risk was written with only class 
13673 – Grocery Stores on the policy.

Does anyone see anything that stands out?

Case #1
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Gas 
Pumps

LPG 
Cage
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3 Little Pigs 
BBQ

Above Ground 
Gas Tanks
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Google Satellite View Aerial Picture 
of the Risk from Google Maps

Google Street View of Risk

Case #2

Here’s how the account was written.

From NCCI’s Website:

Long Haul Trucking Class

Street or Road Construction
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The equipment schedule includes 3 hydraulic rock crushers, 3 
excavators and numerous conveyor systems. The auto schedule has 
over 10 big rig tractors and numerous trailers. The correct WC classes 
should include excavation, surface mining, sand and rock digging as 
well as trucking. 
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From the Insured’s Website:
XXXXXX XXXXX Dirt Service is family-owned and operated in XXXXXX, TX. Since our company opened 
its doors in 1993, we treat every customer like they are part of our family. Other companies may offer 
similar services, but our services come with a personal touch that sets us above our competitors. We 
strive to go the extra mile to please our customers by offering extraordinary customer service and work 
hand in hand to help each customer receive the best product for the best price. We have been helping 
people to improve their properties by clearing, maintaining and building new roads/driveways, 
building pads, lakes, ponds, and erosion control.

Case #3

From Facebook!!
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40Case #4

From Facebook: 41
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